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cus to yellow; fever patients, alter
nations from high to low temperatures
!the Liao Tung peninsula and the surgenerally having a marked effect on
render of the Russian leases was bek
the death rate. With a considerab
gun. As the cession of Sakhalin is the
le
number of cases now under treatment
ififth article, the natural deduction
macre deaths than have, been occur
:ssould.be that today would witness a
ring will not be (tirprising, but in the
collisioa and possibly a deadlock.
meantime the situation will conti
it appeared more likely that the
nue
to be favorable as long as the death
qesstion of ,the cessiory of the island
s'
are confined to one section of the
upon which neither side is now prepar
city,
and principaily to foreigners who have
THE FACT, IS ONE
ed to yeett-wtien reached by mptual
taken norie-o
-f-Kte -ordinary sanitary TO INVESTIGATE
agreement, would not be proposed unTWO ARTICLES
CHEERING TO THAT CITY. and
hygenic precautions.
til the end. The policy of each side, REGARD PROSPECTS
CHARGES NOT PRESENTED.
ALREADY AGREED UPON. as understood, bei,ng
to maneuver to
BRIGHT FOR SUCCESS.
Quaratined on Water.
place the responsibility of a rupture
•
Belief That Strenuous Campaign of
At Lafourche Crossing, four miles
lin the other, it is. regarded as a pracfrom Thibodaux, the patient reported Letter Read Which Sets at Rest Au- Article Now Up Refers to Sakhalin tical certainty that neither will insist
Marine Hospital Is Proving
there, with his nurse and family and
thority to Issue Health Cerat this juncture upon precipitating a Attorneys in Local Bankrupt Case
and May Possibly Cause a
Most Succeissful.
all
who visited him during his illness,
situation which will-decide this issue.
Want Ruling Under the
i ll 4
tificates.
Laws
have been placed on a screened and
Deadlock.
The plan is almost certain to pass
of
Tenne
ssee.
disinfected boat which has been ans
ever the disputed articles and see how
THE fRUIT BUSINESS
chored in the bayou. With these prefar an agreement is possible, there to
RULING OF ILLINOIS
return and attack the obstacles. This
PEACE MAKING IS
PROVING TROUBLESOME. cautions it is considered probably that
the foci there will ultimately disapis the logiell And general method of IMPORTANT TRUSTEES'
QUARANTINE OFFICERS
SOMEWHAT STRENUOUS. diplo
pear.
macy. It has the great advantMEETING FRIIDAY
NIGHT.
Some
of
age of bringing the plenipotentiaries
the
count
ry
parishes which
New Orleans, Aug.' tee-sFewer rehave
put
to
on
a
rappr
light
ochem
quara
ent
ntine
upon
s
are
every
now
possiThe sanitavy committee of the genports, than usual were made in the
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug.,
ble point and clearly defining the
earlier hours of the day of new cases struggling against the heavy expense eral council, composed of aldermen peace confe
The special committee
renCe
that has
was resumed at two points of divergence, narrowing the
of yellow fever, giving rise to the hope involved. In Lafayette a special tax of Farley, Orme and Durrett and Coun- minutes
charg
e of selecting a
before to o'clock. The plen- issues which divide the
negotiations attending to other suitable site and
that the etrenuous campaign of the 24 mills has just been levied to meet cilmen Barnett, McBroom and Gilson, ipotentiarie
matters towards
s went to the navy yard in te the fewest possible numbe
r.
Marine hospital service has been en- the experree. In Otrachita the shotgun met last night in response to a call their
securing the Methodist colle
motor
quara
cars,
ge to be
but
ntine
the
trip
has
was
been
a
abandoned. In from Mayor Yeiser, for the
tirely successful, and that all the old,
established in Western
purpose somewhat slow one on acccaint of the
Ibervi
lle
Kentu
paris
cky,
h
the
Will
Be
healt
Able
h
autho
to
ritie
Barga
s
in.
cencealed cases have been brought to
of hearing the charges filed against drizzling
held
rain which made the roads
If, for instance, the disptued. points noon anOther meeting yesterday afterligibt: That is the end that Dr. White tried the experiment of the open door, Sanitary Inspector Henry Brush, but muddy.
in the office of C. K. Wheel
Ten minutes after their ar- were reduced to two, as
er.
it is consider- Several new sites
has been working steadily to achieve, but as people from Bayou Goula, an no action was taken. On motion of rival at
were presented the
the
naval
infec
store
ted
ed
s
build
certai
point
ing
n
,
have
they
the
been invading non Alderman Durrett, the
eventually will be, the committee
for he has said frequently that when
matter was re- negotiators had taken their places
for consideration, but
in plenipotentiaries would be enabled to nothi
he has lenowledge of every existing infected localities, citizen, demanded a ferred back to the board of health the
ng definite was done.
confe
rence
more
room
barga
and
rigor
in
work
ous
or
becompr
quara
tine and the (provided there be such
omise, to offer propcase he can fix a time within which the
'Everything is being gotten
a board) and gan.
health board resigned.
osition and counter-proposition. If in
in a
the complaints are to be in writing,
fever can be exterminated.
tangi
ble shape 'before the committee
That making peace is a strenuous the end agreements
were found to be goes out to
, The second death above Canal
designating tte specific charges pre- life is
the public soliciting subillustrated by the daily pro- impossible, the world would
Surgeon Berry's Condition. —
know and scriptions for the
street in a fortnight occurred today.
ferred against Mfrs Brush, arid present gram of
college. They seem
work
of
be
the
able
peace
envoy
to
s
form
Surgenn Berry was reported today ed before the general
its judgment of the to thinks that
The victim was Jos. 0. Daspit, one of
council. At the and their suites. Eight sessi
prospects are bright for
ons of merit, of the respective contentions secur
the brightest of the younger branch to be improving. He was well enough outset of the meeting the mayor stat- the
ing the college.
conference have been held since and place the blame for
the prolongaof lawyers here. Mr. Daspit was the te receive visitors, and barring acci- ed the reason for calling the sanitary the
arriva
l
of
the
tion
missions at Portsof the carnage in the far East.
aakdictorian of hi- class both in Tu- dents, hie recovery is now considered committee together.
mouth one week ago, and all but one The very fact that
Want Tennessee Laws to Rule.
ultimately the
lane University and in the medical col to be aeoired. The only other doctor
Alderman Durrett said that he did of these has
On a question of distribution
been long as to hours. world will be enabled to fix the reof the
lege. He contracted the fever last who has been infected is I. John T. rot bWieve that body had any autho
cash assets H. T. Hessig bankruptcy
r- Outside the sessions, everyone con- sponsibility for a rupture,
that in the case
week and died e day in a St. Char4es Crebbin, a young local physician. Dr. ity to hear or try the case or
even to nected with the work has continuous final analysis the two
was argued before Referee BagCrebbin has been seriously ill, though investiWe the charges,
countries are on by
avenue hoarding houae.
and his mo- and taxing occupation with but few trial before the
yeste
rday afternoon, but the attorpublic opinion cf the
his condition today was reported to tion as stated above
prevailed.
neys did not finish their arguments
hours for rest and practically none world, constitutes the
be
impro
main
ved.
hope
of a
Dr. Pendley, at whose instigation for recreation
Had to Be Abandoned.
.
successful outcome of the negotia- and the case was postponed until this
Flying squads are being organized the chimes were prefe
The plan to tranacr the fruit-disafternoon.
rred,
and
who
tions.
charging business to Chalniette had to to make repairs to screened cisterns. reported them to the council several
The attorneys and creditors of the
No Time for Play.
be abandoned. Today the authorities With the making of affidavits against weeks ago, was not present and MayHessi
g estate are attempting to show
The envoys have breakfast before H. A. ROSE'S WILL
of St. Bernard parish acted, refusing landlords and agentai, it is expected or Yeieer was ordered to notify him
PROBATED. that the chain
of Mrs. Catherine lieso'clo
g
ck;
they
are
in the navy yard
to give permission for the veesels to that within the next few days every to have the board of health tile the
gig, amounting to $22,ocio, should not
befor
e
to,
and
with
Left
excep
the
cister
•
Nice
tion
of
n
Estat
in
New Orleanes will have been charges in writing at the next
e in Insurance for
unload within the limits of the parish.
meeting a brief space for luncheon serve
be allowed, but half of it shoyld be
Benefit of Little Daughter.
d in
St. Bernard has been free from the fe- screened. Owing, however, to the fact of the legislative boards, which board
allowed, as according to the Aces of
the
confe
rence
build
ing,
they
that
stay
there
in
is
practically no wire in the shall have final jurisdiction .
ver thus far, and is taking rigid preTennessee, where the estate existed
session until evening. After this a
city, nearly all the work has had to
The will of the late H. A. Rose
cautions to remein so.
Alderman Farley warned to know if
was hall of the estate goev to the mother
hurri
ed
dinne
r
is
serve
d
at
filed
he
the
done
hote'
for
with
s
probate in Judge Lightfoot's
cheesecloth, which is there was any such a board
Cases above Canal continue to be
in exist- and die work of 'the
eveniag and county court yesterday morning. The and half to the brother.
traced to the dosentovelt infection4 in- quickly damaged by wind and rain. er.ce as the board of health.
The estate was left by Fred T. Hisnight begins. Last night, for M. document was dated
dicatingohat there are still a few -of Constant inspection willibe maintained
Councilman McFkoom was desirou.
June 14, taco, gig,
at Memphis.
Witte andBaron Rosen, there was and witnessed by
the disease-laden mosquitoes loose in by the ward organizations and the fly- of having the matter settled in some
his stenographer,
art
outsi
de
duty,
ir,g
and
Mio.:
squad
one
s will promptly repair all way, as Mr. Brush was
Ella Bryan. - The will names
of almost
the fold infected area, in spite of the
present and as much importance as
peace between Mr. Robert Reeves ati executor, but
School Board Meeting.
tons of sulphur that have been burned screen work that shows deterioatiorC ready to defend the accusations
and Russia and Japan, namely,
There will be many important matthe consid- as he waived the right to qualify
there. One case is that of a Royal
that the prosecutor was absent
and eration of the question of the ameli County Judge
street antique storekeeper living far
R. T. Lightfoot ap- ters to come before the school board,
The Majority Italians.
seemed to be shirking frcun prosecutoration of the condition of the Jews pointed Felix G. Rudolph, the
uptown on Prytarria street, who was
Of the twelve deaths in the preced- ing the charges. He al
public at is next meeting. Which will proba,
o said that it in Russia, with a deleg
ation of emi- adminstrator, to take charge of the bly be Friday night.
ing twenty-four hours seven bore It21 appeared to be an insult
taken dewn today.
for that board nent American Hebrews.
The report of the corternittee will
During this estate.
Among the new cases is that of a ian names, two German, two English to meet arid no one to hack
up the time the Japanese emissaries
The will states that all insurance be heard regarding the selection of a
were
tt4ember ef the Louisiana field artil- and one French. All were below Canal treason for the called sessi
on.
busily engaged in their quarters in and property ?shall go for
lery, Guy E. Wright. Wright has street. Fifteen cases were handled
the educa- successor to Miss Margaret Kirk,
bringing their records to date, in the tion of his only daughter,
been electeng in the armory <hiring during the day at the Emergency hosTrilby lone who resigned her position as teacher
Decisive Letter.
preparation of cablegrams, and in get- Rose, and that the
the absence of hes family from town,. pital. where there have been to date
child is to remain several week. ago.
Mayor Yets.er read a letter from Dr.
ting ready for the next day.
Fred Hoyer, superintendent of
with Mrs. J. F. Crow or Miss Ella
and was (wind ill there and removed 121 cafes. Twenty-seven have been J. N. McCormack,
president of the
to the Emergency hospital.
Crow until 21 years of age. The child buildings, will make his report of
discharged and many of the patients state board of health, addre
ssed oaEnormous Cost of Cables.
has been living there with Mr. Rose work done.
The United States soldiers at Jack- arc convalescent. The hospital author ths Graves in which he said
that
under
An idea of the volume of cables for several years, and is
ie
son barracks, who have been kept ities say that confidence in the treat- the state laws of Kentu
about 4 It is probable that janitors for the
cky the only which are daily sent
to Europe and years old. The estate consists main- school buildings will be elected at this
prisoners for the past two weeks in ment given in the institution is grow- persons legalized to sign
a health cer- the Far East may
be had from the ly of insurance policies and diamonds meeting.
order to guard the garrison from in- ing among the foreign race..
tificate
were the health officers,
fection, have been chafing tinder the
The Italian Sisters of the Mission- and that certificate% issued from Padu- statement that Sunday one cable com- and the exact value is unknown, alpany handled Si0000 worth of busi- though insurance policies,
restraint put upon them. Today it pry Order of the Sacred Heart have iah were official •only
An Office Going Begging.
all of which
when signed by ness, including dispa
tches from both were good, amounting to Pomo,have
was announced that aoo of them would volunteered their services in charity eita.Health Officer Grave
Magisterial district Number Five
s or County the Russian and Japan
ese peace-mak- been found by A. V. Eaton, who was is without a constable, and there is
be taken in special trains to West End week, and are working actively to
re- Health Officer Dr. Stewart. He also ers, from its headq
uarters here.
lieve distress among the Italian popu- stated that no fee could
tomorrow for a day's recreation.
Rose', attorney; eto,000 ie in the In- a likelihood of the district not having
be charged
The articles agreed upon are mi- terstate Life Insurance Company,
lation.
for issuing them. This make, a final
and one goon, as there appears to he no
nor point', and the crisis of the ne- $4.000 in the Equitable.
One is an one Who wants it.
settlement as to Who is the proper
MORE HOPEFUL.
gotiatioce win be reached on the ar- accident policy for $5,000
Constable B. F. Sears resigned the
. k is said
A FORTUNE FOR SYSONBY. person to issue a health certificate.
ticles to which M. Witte returned as that there was a policy
for $tesocio in office several months ago, and there
Better Feeling Prevails Among Resiabsolute negative, the cession of Sak- favor of the Kentucky Mill Sr Lumb
er has since 'been no person who is anxGates Made the Offer and Keene Ruling of Illinois Quarantine Officers. halin
dents of New Orleans.
and the reimbursement of Ja- Co-many. but it has not been found ious enough for the honor
.
to make
The Illinois state board of health pan.
Turned It Down.
The administrator is instituting a application to the county judge for it.
New Orleans, Aug. z.—Hopefulhas officially announced that hereafter
search for it. •
Hess among the general public was
Saratoga, N'. Y., Aug le. -James R: no health certificate under any con- Peace terms that
Are
Agree
d
Upon
.
manifested today over the yellow fe- Keene laugh
sider
ation will be accepted from PaWeary of Married Life.
ed When asked what value
1. Rustsia'e recognition of Japan's
ver situation from the shrinkage of he set sin Syson
W. ff. Paul, a railroad engineer,
TO REPLACE SCALP,
by. After thinking ducah unless signed by either City "preponderating influence" and speseeks final separation 'from his wife.
cases dnring the preceding twenty-four fee a moment,
likalth Officer Dr. Graves or Counhe said:
cial position in Korea, which Russia
emirs, and the belief ie gaining • "That is a qftest
Graft
Ada Paul, by a divorce suit, after
Opera
Novel
ty
ing
tion
Girl
for
Healt
a
h
Offic
er
Dr.
P. H. Stewart. henceforth agrees a-s outsi
ion I cannot answer
de of .her
nine years of married bite. AbandonAccident.
ground that toe easels reported on because Sysor
Hurt
Dr.
in
Horac
e
River
s
retur
ned
last
rby's value to me cannot
sphere of influence. Japan to recogSaturday, will prove to be the top fig- be expressed
ment and other statutory grounds are
in dollars and cents. The night from Cairo and said this procla nize the suzerainty of the reigning
utes of the present visitation of fever. horse is not fot
P.,(,irisville, Ky., Aug. i5.—The skin the reasons given in the petition. The
matio
by
n
the
Illino
is.
aath-o
ritiee
was
sale at any price, and,
family and improve the civil adminAs already pointed out in the Asso- under the circu
revel and emphatic No person need
f a healthy brown sheep will he graft couple hailed from Chicago a few
stration of the empire.
mstances, I don't eee
ciated Frees dispatches, all cases of h( w it is possi
ed on the head of Miss Edna Pitts, years ago.
attem
pt
to
enter
that
state
unles
s
proble for me to place a
2. Mutual obligation to evacuate the
fever were included in last week's &i- money valua
pretty factory girl whose scalp
vided with a certifieate of that charAnother one to go the same route
tion upon him."
Manchoria, each to surrender all spewas entirely torn off in an accident is Louis Jones, who asserts that his
11y hats, with the result that many of
acter.
That My. Keene has no idee of pert
cial privileges,' mutual obligation to
Aug. 3. The operation is without pre- "better half" has left him.
the yellow fever cases were subse- ing with Sysrm
They have announced that it is not respect
by, no matter how
the "territorial integrty" of cedent, but
quently diagnosed as malaria.
Dr. A. RI Bizot, who will
neces
sary for a person to remain in China
much he is offered. was clearly shown
and to maintain the principle of perform it, believes
it will be successairy cetrain place for five days before
Hereafter more care is to be taken before tie runni
LO.
CAL OPTION VOTE.
the open door.
ng of the Great Repub
ful. The first bit of sheep's skin will
in irreics,tigating reports of sickness, lie Sattlfretals
being
allew
ed
a
certif
icate,
but
one
Some time before the
be grafted on Miss Pitt's head tomorand, with the doctors co-operating, it race was
Mayfield Will Spread Her "Dryness"
run John W. Gates approach will be granted if the health officer
Russia Still Bluffing.
row. The entire operation will cover
is expected that all the yellow fever ed Mr. Keene
knows of his own, personal knowledge
if Influence Can Do It.
and offered him eroo,000
New
York
o
Aug.
15
--Th
e
St.
Peseveral months.
case, found will promptly be turned for Syson
nripai
gone... 4••
by. Mr. Keene's refusal of that the applicant has been free from tersburg correspondent of the Times
f
up without neceseity of including in the offer was
Next Saturday at Miayfiekt an elecso firm and positive that any exposures of an infected yellow says that "an Important personage"
the reports of fevere ()Lather kinds.
SKIRMISHING IN MANCHURIA. tion will tie held in the two
Mr. Gates did not attempt t2 discuss fever district. Or if a traveling man declared to him yesterday that
voting
if Jacan show by his mileage book or by
precincts that surround the city to
the, matter further, although it is
pan did not abandon her demand for
staid affidavit where he
Eleven Russians Were Killed and Ten determine whether or not wholesale
has been fcr the an indemnity, the negotiatio
Too Many Callers.
be was prepared to offer a considerns at
previous five days, he will also be giv- Ports
Captured in a Sortie.
In circler to meet the objection of ably larger sum if Mr. Keen
beer houses shall operate there ott
mouth would be broken off this
e showed en a certif
doctors that inspectors have been fol- the slightest dispo
icate.
not
week.
sition to fell.
Field Headquarters of Japanese
lowing in their tracks and invad
The city is dry, but the five-gallort
Every preparation, he said, had
1
ing
Dr. Pendley Will Make a Statement.
'Army in Manchuria, Aug. 13, via Fu- law exists in the county, and
houses from which they .have alrea
as the
been made for a general mobilization
SUICIDES IN COFFIN.
dy
Last evening Dr. Pendley, of the
pan, Aug. to—(Delayed in transmis- corporate limits of Mayfield are not
rePerted fever, Dr. White has put
with a view to a supreme effort in
into
ousted board of health, requested The Manch
effect a rule Which will make such
uria in the present year. True, sion.)—fie Japanese reconnaissance in far from the business portion of the
con- Man Takes Life in Casket He Hhd Rogis
force along the line of the railway on city, the beer houses are in easy ac.•
ter to make the announcement the chanc
flict.* imposeible in the future. Wher
es of victory were dubious,
eMade for Himself.
the Kikin road, from the Chang Tuf CeSS to those who shoul desir to
that in its next issoe he expected to
-ever a case has been reported
e
d
'but Russia would play her last card
the
have n statement explanatory of his
line, drove in the Russian outpoists.`1 purchase. No less than a case conhouseholder is to be provided
before accepting dishonorable condiSioux City, N., Aug: 15.—Lais Pewith a
On August 72 eleven Russians were - taining 52 bottle?* can be sold.
side of the 'talk about health certifi- tions
card of the doctor, giving the eempe
of peace.
r- terson, a carpenter: committed suicide cates, his
killed and ten captured in a counter
issui
attire and condition of the patien
ng
them
,
etc.
It is conceded that the election
He
said
The order for the mobilization will recon
t, in a coffin which he made to order for that he wante
naissance in the section of Kiny- will go overwhelmingly dry and thus
d the irople to have the be issued in the middl
%which will protect such home from himself
e of August, Om. The Russi
according to measurements of facts and
that he would take it upon (old style
ans were driven back Mayfield will be "dryer" than ever.
further intrusion.
his body. After attaching a /rubber
) if peace is not previously
him•self to furnish these facts. Dr.
by the Japanese outposts*.
The weather was a trifle cooler
concl
hose
uded.
to
a
togas jet passing it through Pendley freely
day, but there is no indication
declares that injustice
The Cuban cossirresa has passed an
of a de- a small hole in the lid, he laid down in has been
Marine hospital inspectors are rundone him and that the people
cided fall in the temperatine. Sudd
amnesty hill to all ex-officials of the
the
Consider Article 4.
caske
t
and was asphyxiated its a will he convi
en
ning
on
all through trains In Tennes- gover
nced of this when they
changes in the temperature are
nment who were guilty of mis'At the morning sessiOn today con- see to
injuri- few moments.
get the other side of the matte
look after yellow fever sus- cond
r.
sideration of article 4. which relates to
o& prior to the establishment of
pects.
•
!1'
r
the republic.
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ON THE ISTHMUS

gotiations will be reached on the articles to which M. Mite returned as
absolute negative, the cession of Sakhalin and the reimbursement of
Japan.

AZ.

MUCH CONCERNED

The Louisville
Evening Post,

Do You Want To Rent

-COMMISSIONER
SHONTS
FOREIGNERS FEAR CHINES
FOUND POOR PROVISIONS
E
Peace terms that Are Agreed Upon.
BOCOTT WILL HAVE EVIL
FOR THE EMPLOYES.
1. Ruseia's recesgnition of Japan's
EFFECT.
An Independent Newspaper at
"preponderating influence" and
the
speRate of Only
cial position ii Korea, which Russia
I
•
Intimation That the Government's henceforth agre
PER MONTH BY MAIL.
es as outside of her
A department for everybody.
Eagerness to Get to Work Has
sphere of influeace. Japan to recog- In Creating Antipathy Against CitiFAIREST EDITORIALS,
zens of All Other Nations—
CONSULT THIS COM
Cost it Too Heavily.
nize the suzerainty of the reigning
PANY. • NO REAL ESTATE
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
Some Late Views,
TRANSACTION
OF ANY KIND TOO
family and improve the civil adminLARGE OR TOO SMALL TO
BES
T
MIS
BE HANDLED
CEL
LAN
IN
Y,
stration of the empire.
OUR PLACE. WE HAV
!
E A THOROUGH EQUIPM
BEST SHORT STORIES,
PERT INFORMATION
ENT; EXes Mutual obligation to •evacuate
New York, -Aug. os.---The care of
AND PRO MPT SERVICE.
BES
T
BOO
K
EITHER CALL,
REV
IEW
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR
Wiashington, Aug. 15.—From
S,
20,000 employes to work upon the Ntanchuria, each to surrender all spea ineas BEST CHILDREN'S
WRITE
PAPER,
Panama canal was declared by Chair- cial privileges, mutual -obligation
to toe which was a ppaneintly originated BEST HOME NEW
S,
man Shonts of the Panama. Canal respect the "territorial \ integrty" of by the Chinese in the hope of bluff
ing BEST CONDENSED NEW
S,
Commission,- -settiels arrived on the China and to maintain the principle of the United States into modifying its
BEST MARKET REVIEW
S,
administration of the Chinese
steamer Mexico from Colon, to be of the open door.
exclu- BEST OF EVERYTHING.
MECHANICS' AND FAR
sion laws so that high-class Chinese
st importance and to have preceMERS'SAVINGS BANK—REAL
PRICE BY MAIL:
ESTATE
may be freely admitted, the boycott
dence over the actual work of digRussia Still Bluffing.
DEPARTMENT.
of ONE YEA
R
gin. Chairman Shonts was accompaNew York, Aug. 15.—The St. Pe- American goods seems to be develop$3.00
SIX MONTHS
nied on his return by Col. Oswald H. tersburg correspondent of the Times ing into a matte,
r which is giving all
THR
EE MONTHS
Ernst, also of the Canal Commission. says that "an important personag
foreigners residing in the Cele-ztial
$1.2e
e'
ONE MONTS
declared to him yesterday that if
Chairman Shonts soid. king
dom
a
grea
t
deal
of
concern.
JaSamp
le copy if you wish. 5Ix
"We went to Colon with Mr. Stev- pan did not abanchiti her demand for
The merchants of other coun
tries
Addr
ess
Circulation Dept.,
ens, the chief enoineer, to see what an indemnity, the negotiations
at at first 'hailed with secret joy the idea
THE EVENING POST,
had been done and what should be Portsmouth would be broken off this that American goods were to be
shut
Louisville, Ky.
out of competition with English
done. We found the first thing of week.
and
importance to be housing and supEvery preparation,, he said, had German and other manufacturers,
but
Do you want a first class job
plying 20,000 men. When OUT
gov- been made for a general mobilization it is now feared that thet boycott may
by an
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ing to a match between the Cardiaals
and the Browns and opt of the visiting enemy, he has cheerfully given
up his ibusincsix This has happened
twice. The fascination of the leading
American sport has always been appreciated, but until now it (has not
been suspected that the charmis of
woman had a successful rival. I This
melancholy complainant's
portrait
does not accompany the story of marNO DOUBLE-HEADERS
SCHEDULED FOR TODAY. ital perfidy, but if she is not fair to
look upon, she is a rare exception to
the almost unvarying rule of fascinating and pretty feminine candidates
Locals Crippled by Illness of Two for divorce
decrees. How the male
Men and Paducah Pitcher Gets
brute could prefer to sea a lot of men
Trial.
cut up strange antics on a ball field,
abuse the umpire and yell themselves
into a passion, to the constant affecBEEKER SUCCEEDS RAY
tion of a lovable wife will forever reAS PRINCETON MANAGER. main a mystery to .the gentle sex,
though a thousand confirmed "fans"
sthould offer their pleas in partial extenuation. Horse racing has ruined
How They Stand.
W.
Pct. many 'homies, golf has caused eF.Vincennes
17 8 .68o trangeinents, poker has parted Mall
Paducah
, 15 to .583 and wife, bridge whist has provoked
Cairo
it 13 .440 the wrath of the pulpit, dog fightatinceton
7 18 .280 and prize fights have been raided by
the police; the while baseball has purfa
sued the even tenor of its impeccaToday's Schedule.
,Paducal, at Vincennes
ble way. To he named as correspondent in a divorce court is the first seCairo at Princeton.
rious impeachment the national game
has had.—New York Press. This is
Train Was Late.
There were, no games at Vincennes the case in which the wife sued Newt
•
and Princeton yesterday because the Atkinson for divorce. It is believed
train bearing the Paducah and Cairo this is the same Newt Atkinson who
clubs was delayed and the teams formerly played in Paducah with amreached their destinations too late. ateur teams and later with ClarksPaducah was to have played at Vin- viPe in the Kitty.
cennes and Cairo at Princeton.

NO GAMES PLAYED

cot

Train Bearing Paducah and
Cairo Teams Late.
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Forfeited Galilee.
Under the rules Paducah and Cairo
forfeited Yesterday's games to Vincennes and Princeton, respectively,
by not reaching those cities in time
to Play. It was like getting money
in a letter for the Alices and Infants,
but the rules are plain, so the only
revenge is to pitch in and take the
other two games.
Bet On Benton.
Rental, Ky.. Aug.115.—A game of
tall was played Sunday at Calvert
City between Benton and Smithland,
the firmer winning by shagging the
ball. The score by innings:
Innings.
3 4 5 6 7 Ft 9—R. H. E.
Benton ..1 Oos000 o '—f6 21 5
SetsithIld oi oolOot o-- 4 6 14
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Douglas. local pitcher, is with the
'Paducah club for a trial. He is a
left-hander, and has been pitching for
the L. A. L's., a city league team.
Douglas made a rboer showing in
the -games he twirled and as the Indians are crippled by the il4ness of
Manager Lloyd and Pitcher Frakes.
it was decided to give the local boy a
trial. He will get a chance at Vincennes to show his ability.
Attendance in the Southern league
is falling off as shown by the following special from Little Rock: "That
Little Rock's days of usefulness as a
Southern league cent- has ended
was partly proved today wheit less
than too people attended the first
game of the last series ',soh the
league leaders. Of course the Tailenders lost to the probable pennant
winners, yet thc proper compliment
outpouring was not forthcoming
Shreveport and Little Rock may be
possibilities floc the 7906 Southern
circuit, yet there are many local people who can not see why the towns
sere entitled to representation."

As to the Princeton team, Manager Ray has been released and the
• management turned over to Pitcher
Beer. This arrangentent was made
to cut down expenses, as the club
could not afford to carry a bench
manager. but had to have one who
could play. Becker, no doubt, is the
best man available on the team for
the job, and be accepted it. Johnny
Ray will return to Vincennes where
he is, employed. There is no question as to Ray being one of the best
managers in the league and the saliary necessary to keep hien was ton
much for the shaky condition of the
local club.
It is thought that Beeker %All make
good
as a manager and give the fans
•
a winning team. He will be ex to do this at any rate.—Cairo
Citizen.

ii

wks

The Kitty league evidently possesses the proverbial nine lives of ,a cat
for Pt point blank refused to die last
night or even be curtaikd.. At a
nseeting of the league magnates and
officers of the association held last
evening at the Halliday it was decided to continue playing indefinitely as
pee the schedule. This agreement
was reached after a deliberation that
lasted until midnight, and during
whit.% every phase and condition was
t horo:ighly
slisctissed,—precedents
were submitted and gone over in a
systematic manner and from the mass
of arguments presented pro and con
it was decided to continue indefinitely, which construed practically means
until conditions shal) arise that will
make it compulsory to close the season before the termination of the
schedule. The principal and most potent reason for this action was in the
valuable assets that each club posses at present and it was learned
that to close the season would mean
the dissipation of these assets. The
assets in question consist of the players that have been developed and are
now and will be at the close of the
season in great demand by clubs of a

717!)

CURED BY CUTICURA
FOR FIVE DOLLARS
Mrs. George H. TucIrcr, Jr., 335
Greenfield Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.,
is a grateful mother. "When six
months old," she says,"my little girl
weighed a pound and a half less than
at birth. When one month old a scab
formed on her face, spreading until it
completely covered her from head to
foot, followed by boils, having forty
on her head at one time, and more on
her body. Then her skin started to
dry up, and it became so bad
could not shut her eyes to sleep. One
month's treatment with Cuticura Soap
and Ointment made a complete cure,
and now my child is as large, strong,
and healthy as any child of her age.
The doctor's and drug bills were over
one hundred dollars, and my baby
grew worse all the time. Then we
spent less than five dollars for Cnticurs and cared her."

26
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JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
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CUTICURA A BLESSING
To Skin-Tortured Babies
and Tired Mothers.
The suffering which Cutieura Soap
and Ointment have alleviated among
the young, and the comfort they have
afforded worn-out and worried parents,
have led to their adoption in countless homes as priceless curatives for
birth humours, milk crust, 'called
head, eczernas, rashes, and every form
of itching, scaly, pimply skin, and
scalp humours, with loss of hair, of
Infancy and childhood. Guaranteed
absolutely pure.
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St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack,
et company—the cheapest and best

higher class. In conclusion the Kit- excursion out of Paducah.
ty league for the first time since its
organitation selected and oraered a
representative to proceed to Cincinnati and be present at the meeting of
the national board in session this
week in connection with the National
Commission hearing the charges
against Griffith.—Cairo Telegram.
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NOTIeE!
Another Week of
• Big Values and Little ErtoN2es arzcl
FtulqitZarte.
Prices in Wash fioods
Highest price paid for second-hand

Buy anything

218-220 COUXL
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Big Sale of Shirt Waists Continues. Clem
Big reductions have been made in our Ladies'
White Waists. Espeeially
big cuts have been made in sizes 42 and 44.
Large people can find their
sizes at prices below coat of material.

This lot contains desirable styles for Ladies'
Skirts and for Children's
School Dresses, regular roc values for

Embroidered Waist Patterns.

Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone ra6. 40o1
/
2 Broadway.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when indicated.

New Fall Style Ginghams.

H.T.Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE
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L B. Ogilvie & Co.
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PADUCAH REAL ESTA.: WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS.
EAT,
MONTHLY PAYMENT. LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTER
N
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
?LUG^ R W.

werrrEmon.E. Paducah. ii•

HEATI NGHot Water as

- Steam

J.

_

Only a few of the choice patterns left in these excellent
values, and on
account of being slightly soiled we offer them at

;I ;

Fransioli.

OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room ita Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114.
Old Phone 303.

YARD.

AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTER.NS

phone 13111

OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS

Fancy Suitings.

lot.

Old

everything

%V. Mike Oliver,.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Beaton, Ky.

SMALL ASSORTMENT BUT BIG VALUES
.
All Shirt Waist Suits at 50 per cent of first
prices.

7 1-2e PER

ben

Moving wagon in connection.

Clean-Up Sale ot Shirt Waist Suits.

50 PER CENT OFF.
'A' great base running feat wao
pulled off by Maloney in Chicago
Wednesday. Wicker was on third.
Single on second and Maloney on
'first with no one out. Chance hit a
New styles in Flannelettes and Cotton Eiderdowns
in neat figures and
two-bagger to right field and all three Persian patterns. Price
runners began tearing for the plate
100 AND
PER YARD.
'Maloney, who was on first, got to
third almost as quickly as Slagle did
from second, and they turned the base
for home running like a team. Strang
A splendid selection of new dark Ginghams especially
fielded the ball in to Gilbert in record
suitable for
time, and the throw to the plate best Children's Dresses, at
the two runners. However, Slagle,
AND 12
PER YARD,
alightly in -front, and Maloney both
slid at firenshan abothe same time
and landed in a heap at his feet. Of
ke0111'Nle the catcher
couldn't touch
Them both at once. He tagged the
Erat one, Slagle, but Umpire O'Day
ruled that Mlakoney was s-afe.—SpringArid Journal.
' 'Baseball probably will lose nothing of its popularity by the story of a
St. Ianuis divorce complainant, who
isays her husband loves the game
more than big wife. Whenever his
business has interfered with his go-

THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE
mosr COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY, OUR RUBBER-TIRE
PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN
& WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST
PRICES.
WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS,
SADDLES, BRIDLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE
AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-AB
OUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENS
E
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHA
SE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE
.

ae.

15e

•

The Most Complete Rubberl Tire Plant ,
In The City.

Covered from Head to Foot with
Humours—Forty Boils on Head
at One Time—Doctors and Drug
Bills $100—Baby Grew Worse.

New Fabrics For Early Fall Wear.

al
,•

•

I have the facilities for installing a complete steam
or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me
make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the
right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.

ED. D. HANNAN.
a

Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN
CAMP.

TELEPHONING

TO

THE

Attorney-at-Law,

Express Service.

Room No. 5, Columbia Building

WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS
TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. 4„,,taionsg
aisariligors/
1
44,,elbtabt

•=1•••••••••=1,

DEAL'S

band

Phone, 136-oed.

•

Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
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THE REGISTER

them in matte With 'news gatheners.
Ng.
As has been *ell seid by a prennintot Eastern journalist:
'"Every one who sees much of newspaper men on the active skirmish lien
of rise profession knows it to be true: KENTUCKY,
OHIO AND INDIA-RA
CK
First that there are no men who keep
[
•
NA
INCL
UDED IN ITS
If China', boycott of American confidences so well;
second, that thee
SCOPE.
goods in retaliation of America's ex- are none whose advice is so likely
to
clusion of China's immigrant scum be 'ise as to what should be printed
creates another slaughter of the for- and what ,aould be left out, and third, One Death Follows
Many Shocks
that any good newapaper man can be
eigners in that ceuntry, as now seems
From Lightning—Lenses Aggretrusted to remember that in the long
gating Many Thousands.
probable, it being seriously threat- run the interest of
his paper and his
ened, then the boycott will become a own professional ineerest depend
just
roar-back. Another slaughter like as much upon his discretion as upon
Cincinnati, Aug. 15.—Reports rethe one of a few years since and the his energy, on what he leaves out as ceived
during the night and today inon what he puts in."
Flowery Kingdom will be made mince
When the public reaches the degree dicate that the storm of yesterday and
ie
last night caused damage estimated at
meat of by the powers. Another of intelligence that anibl
es it to ap•
sever
al
thous
and,
dollar
precia
s in Southslaughter will not be so gently handte these truths there will beless
Chief Paducah.
western Ohio and less serious loss in
led as was the last one. The temper fault finding with newspapers, and
other parts of the state and in Kenless reason for unfair criticism.
PUBLIS.HED BY THE
of the world 'hes greatly changed
tucky and Indiana.
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
since then.
NEW BOX AND
Hamil
Hamilton'A
ton 0., the rainfall reach(Incorporated)
ed
two
and a half inches, causing a
BASK
ET
FACTORY.
4„. IAA Register Building, ;23 Eroadway.
!Conernissioner Shonts, who is just
flood in the Miami river, which washTHIS IS THE TIME OF THE
YEAR WHEN MANY BARGAINS.
Work
ed
of
away several small bridges and CAN BE
back
Erect
from
ing
a
trip
and
to
the
Isthmus of
Fitting the
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
FOUND IN OUR MEN'S DEPART
MENT—WE ARE REblocked trolley traffic for several DUCI
Plant Is Under Way.
Panama, says the conditions on the
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
NG IT RIGHT ALONG AND MAK
ING
-_---.hours.
ROOM
FOR
FALL
WEAR, AND THE ONLY WAY
RCBERT S. WILHELM_ Secretary. canal are bad, and that the governTO DO IT THOROUGHLY IS TO
The work of 'building a newi
The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton CUT THE PRICES.
„
tnanu
ment, because of its desire to make facturing plant
of the Paducah Box bridge near Miamisburg was.,
Entered at the postoffsce of Padu- the dirt fly,
washe
d
is being gouged. The and *Basket company is raow in pro- away, and it was neces
sary to transcah, Ky., as second-clam mall matter.
commissioner should go slow or ete gress. The capital stock of this corn fer passengers over a
REDUCED TO 8 x-3c PAIR.
temporary strut
pany
will
be $so,000 with W. F. Mor- tyre,
will be called to 'theclerk's desk and
Terms to Sehscriters.
121/
2c GRANITE HOSE REDUC- ris as president, and H. SeWetts,
secLightning struck a traction car near
told to quit. He may escape for a retary
One Year
and treasurer. The main struc- Middl
ED
TO
8 1-3c PAIR.
ONE
SPEC
IAL
etown, O., during the storm.
GOOD THING
Six Months
..
2.5o time, just because Secretary Taft is ture will he 6oxrao feet and
two stor- and Mrs. William Kroeg
IN
Three Months
THIS
CUT
er, of Louis..... r.s5 junketing the Philippines,
IS
MEN'S
but the ies high.
ville, suffered a broken rib and otter ELASTIC
One Week
SEAM
This concern is to manufacture
DRA
WERS
Secretary won't forget him if he talks
injuries. The car was ,r4rtly slight
ly AT 39c PER
fruit packagee,..baskets, packing boxes
PAIR
.
THE
SE
,
too
damag
much.
ed, but MCA. Kroeger was inAnyone failing to receive this paper
butter diehes and various similar
ARE SPLENDID VALUES AND
evoott jured in the panic that enstved.
regularly should report the matter to
en articles.
IN OUR LINE OF MEN'S
'Russia continues her bluffing. It is
WILL PROBABLY BE WOR
NECKThe Register office at once.
At
Middl
Teleetown
TH
the
rainfall reached
The location of the plant. as 'hereto
WEAR CAN BE FOUND
phone CurnberLand 318.
now sant in St. Petersburg that if
425 inches, and
ALL'
both traction and ?'ORE NEXT SEASON THAN
fore stated in The Registers will be
at steam railroads
Japan presses for indemnity tier peace the extreme.
were washed out at THEY ARE NOW. YOU HAVE THE VERY BEST 1/11INGS. OUR
west end of Caldwell
several points near there.
envoys will be called home, a new street near the stock yards. The
ABOUT TWO MONTHS LONGER ac FOUR-IN-HAND TIES CAN maNear Mansfield, 0., Jos. Finne
arms/ mobilized and the war con- chinery is part here and the other en
TO
WEAR SUMMER UNDER- NOT' BE BEAT—THEY HAVE
y,
aged three yeass, died from the
ALL THE BEST COLORS AND
effects WEAR.
tinued. These reports only make route here. The plant when ins full
operation wilt furnish employment for of a stroke of lightning, but his parSTYL
ES THAT GO TO MAKE
Russia appear ridiculeree, at the pres- about
erne, who were stunned, recov
A SPLENDID UNDERWEAR
iso*hands.
ered .
IN DESI
ent stage of the Porten-south conferRABL
E NECKWEAR.
Mr. Morris was formerly comsectecl
VERY ELASTIC BALBRIGG
Misses Nellie Smith and Lulu
WilAN
Wednesday Morning Aug. 16, 19°5. ence.
with the Mergenthaler-Horton Basket son were seriously injure
BLACK MIDGET STRING
d by light- AT soc SUIT.
TIES,
company and has been a resident of now which struck a farm
2 FOR asc.
hearse near
•
Witte elmuld remember that Paclec-a'h for three years. Mr. Wells efaryvville, 0.
RAILROAD VALUES.
WASH STRING TIES AT
..,
RAM ane bas had anti now has has been here *en year.. and was fortot
Severs persons were stunned by
tight
merly
AND
with the Ferguson-Palmer corn rung near Circle
zsc DOZEN.
A late bulletin from ths National cause to fear the "yellow peril." The
ville, 0., but all will
pany and lately with the Paducah secover.
Census Bureau gives some interest- balance of the world has not "cut off"
Cooperage company
MEN'S FINELY KNIT FAN
David Watts, the fourteen-yearCY
ing facts concerning the value of rail- more than it can chew in the yello
old HOSE
w
IN BLACK WITH NEA
sots
of
a
wealt
hy farmer in Fayette
T
road properties, capitalization, assess- sine, and therefore finds "the peril" BLOWN UP WITH DYNA
MITE. county, Ky.. was
perhaps fatally in- FIGURES OF BLUE, GREEN, RED
ments, etc. This bulletin, which was no great bugbear. MI Witte is too
erred by a bolt of lightning
Saloon in Ohio Town Excited Over
while AND WHITE AT roc PAIR. THIS
prepared after an investigation by funny,• it is clear.
standing under a tree.
ANY STYLE IN MEN'S LINEN I
IS A SPECIAL OFFERING
Temperance Is Demolished.
experts, gives the commercial value
OF COLLARS roc
The damage to crops was especially
EACH. YOU CAN
DESIRABLE HOSIERY.
Insults have to be swallowed often
of all the railroad properties in the
Millersburg, 0., Aug. ts.—The sa- tansy in Butler and Warren counties,
FIND ANY STYLE THAT IS
.:'
MEN'S 12% BLUE LACE HOS
United States, excluding Pullman and When there is no redress. Those Rus- loon run by Louis Maechke and Jonas Ohio.
E MADE.
Tekiphone and telegraph service was
private cars, at $11,244,852,000. The sians who rail at Komura's terms of Deetz was wrecked early today by dybadly dem, ralized by the storm, but
if
Pullman cars, are valued at $51,000,- peace seem to be clearly wi/hout re- namite. The explosion shook up the the
wires were nearly all again in
country for a mile, and hteldreds of
000 and the private cars at $72,000,000. dress. They, therefore, have only peopl
e in this city rushed out of doors service today.
What is meant by commercial value to sugar-coat the'objectionabk terms in their night clothing to
see what
and swallow them.
is the value shown by the earnings
was the matter. The saloon, was Id1
of
cated over the bridge just outside of
the roads.
Reporters and the Public.
town, and the explosion wrecked the
According to the report of
•
the Ininterior, tore off the roof and shatterterstate Commerce Corinnissi
ed the front. There has been 'conic"(Cairo Bulletin.)
on the
capitalization of railroads in June,
Newspa r,e,- are not infrequently derable excitement here over the tem- WILL OVERTON, ASSAILANT,
GOT IT PROPER IN CITY
1
- 063, was .112,599,9416,254. There 15 taxed with in:wear...7 in reporting cur perance question, and a local option
electi
on
ha.,
COURT.
been
called on September
rent events, and the chars
;is often
a discrepancy between these
figures sustained. But the fact that mueb of 2.
and the commercial value as calcu- ttris inacc
uracy is entirely due to the
WM. C. SANGER IS TIPPED
lated by the Census Bureau experts, ter,ons who furnish the information
Several Officers Out of Town as Witnesses in Suit at Wickliffe—
'which denotes an over-capitalization ehich, under the conditons must be
taken as true by the reporters, is not For Assistant Secrearv of Sae Under
Arrests, Etc.
f $1,355,148,258.
generally known. !! is, therefore, enMr. Root.
Another fact brougla out by the
;couraging to observe
at there are
census bulletin is that the total valu- those who apprec
Lenox, Mass., Aug. 15.—There is a
iate this fact and
The trial of Jim D-ulin and Reed
ation of railroad properties as as- give it proper weight. If everybody report in Stockbridge that Wm. C. McCormack,
white, charged with robsessed for tikes is very dispropor- realized the facts there would be few Sanger, of New York, is to, be assist- bing J. K. P. Hayden, of Mayfield, of
ant
secret
ary of state and that the ap- $s, was centintnd
tionate to the estimated connnercial inaccuracies in the newspapers. Reuntil today.
porters want to be accurate—do not in pointment will be made this, week.
Greathouse Cheetham, colored, for
value indicated by the earnings. The vent
Mr.
Sanger is now in Labrador with au)bsrtesa
the mistakes; but almost invar.ch of the peace, was fined $5 and
assessments vary in different states isbly do the ben possible under the Secretary Root. He served as assistand in Connecticut alone does the circumstances that accompany obtain- ant secretary of war under Mr. Root,
Will Overton, colored, was given a
and was invited to make the trip to Large,
assessment exceed the comnarcial ing the news.
juicy dose that will hold him
Mr. Owen Root, Jr., one of the man Labrador by his fsemer chief.
for a while.
value. In many states the assessHe was fined $50 for
agers of the New York Metropolitan
striking an aged negro named Be,
ment is ridiculously below the com- street
LIFE INSURANCE INQUIRY.
railway, at the last annual meet
Pingnam with a pop bottle.
mercial valise.
mg of the street railway association
John Hill and Jim Vickcrs, of the
It is surprising to find that in some of that state, put more sound advice Will Begin in Three States, Including South Side, were fined
$.3 each and the
Kentucky, on October I.
of the Western states where there has in his remarks neon the relation of
costs to be divided.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 15 --Insurance
public corporations to the public press
The charge against Mitchell for
been so much talk of prejudice
than can ordinarily be beard in such Auditor Pierce announced today that keeping open
house on Sunday, was
against railroads, the assessment is gatherings. "My
experience," be says, the insisrance department of Nebraska dismissed.
yeti, log. It is but 16.7 per cent. in "has been that the press desires, to working with Wisconsin, Minnesota,
The trial of W. M. Matthews for a
Kansas and 16.9 in Iowa. In none of report truthfully the
occurrences Louisiana, Kentucky and Tennessee. breach of the peace was continued.
the states except Connecticut does which come to their attention, and I would, on October I, begin an inveRtibelieve that a very large percentage gation of the affairs of the Equitable
Out of Town as Witnesses.
the assessed valuation exceed 70 per
ce the mietatements of fact Which New York Life and Mutual Insurance
Captain Joe Wood, John Austin,
cent. In the majority it is below 60 we see in the newsp
apers come from companies in the states named.
Dick Tolbert and George H. Wade
either a lack of proper information
per cent.
left at 3:45 o'clock this morning for
Murray Attorney Dying.
or from a desire to make a readable
Wickliffe. They were strummed as
Ex-Engineer Wallace is about to story and without desire to injure
New.. from Mgrray last night was
•44
witnesses in a damage suit of Mary
to be vindicated. partly at least. It the company concerned." its his that Char/es Jefton, the well know(' Jane Thixton, admini
etratr
aga:n.
ix,
.t
young attorney of that place, Was very
is being admitted in Washington, and speech Mr. Root staid:
the Illinois Central Railroad company.
"I do not think you can over esti- low and thought to be slowly sinking. An aged
man was kilted by a train at
in administration circles, too, Oat
mate in the lorvg run the beneficial He has, been ill for a few weeks with the Moun
d City junction about two
there is too much red tape about the influence Which
polite and courteous appendicitis. He is well known in years ago and these parties were
on a
in
uontemplated. work On the Panama treatment on the part of the officials Paducah.
trail, en route home and sew the accanal, and that this is handicapping of the railroad has upon, the reporter
cident.
the proposed work most seriously. 'himself, however small and unitimiartant he may seem, or however poorly
Arrests 'Last Night.
The statement is made that the pres- he
may be dressed, the cumulative efIndependent Company's Exchange Connecti
Patro
l
Wagon Driver John Austin
ident is considering the suggestion of fcct of polite treatment of report
on
ers
airested John Craweeit last night for
dividing the work and letting it out is bound to he wear great in the long
Disc
onti
nued
.
indecent exposure.
Rubber St mps Made at liefine
to contractors, hoping thus to fully run. I Sin reminded of an incident
iW11 Matthews, a negro, was arrestCan be appreciated more than
fix all responsibility. Ex-,Engineer which occurred last year when there
ed by Terrell and Grose on the charge
%sat some criticism being made of the
those made elsewhere,
of converting property to his own
we
Wallace seems to have sown fruitful New
York City Railway company on
are prepared to furnish all
Will Meet This Afternoon.
use. , He borrowed a watch and reseed after all, notwithstanding he left account of the rvumber of open
cars
kind's of Rubber Stamps on - falsest to return it to file owner.
The Hoard of PuhliceWorks will
a 44d job—an over-bossed job—even that were being operated. A reporter
The recollection of the quality
short notice.
Willie Jones, a bucksorne youth hold a session this afternoon at 4
of
• ,
though it was for "filthy lucre" and came to see me one night when I RUBBER STAM
o'cloc
k.
not
It
is
ertpec
whose
that
our
color
ted
a
prescriptions remains long after
would
make
a
bucke
PS,
t
of
"••
was leaving the house rather hurriedgreat amOunt of business will be the price is
tar
turn
green
the good of his reputation long since ly,
with
envy,
was,
taken
PAID
STAMPS,
forgo
tten.
and propounded several questions
..11
in custody and lodged under the clock transacted. The sanitary matters of
established.
to me upon the subject. I did not
LINEN MARKERS,
en vise charge of vagrancy. Willie is the city will be an important queshave time to discuses the matter very
BRASS STENCILS,
a "piano player for the dark town tion for the board. They are endeavReading the letter of John 'Hyde fully with
him, but I gave him the
DATE
esaws
R,
iety'" and was a "star" witness oring to have a clean 'city and will
between the lines, as well as the lines facts and told him to go
ahead and
in the trial of Will Overton yelnee- ask for the co-operation of all city
L. A. Phillsert, Ph., G, Mgr.
INK
PADS
.
thesniselvess it seems that Mr. Hyde is write an interview, and I would stand
day in police court. He failed to ilau- officials to see these wishes are car- 7th
In fact, anything in Rubber Saamp
and Broadway.
for
it.
I
was
very
mach
gratified the
Tel. 758.
going to sustain 'his name. He-i77
rrinate and said 'he was so drunk thin ried out.
n-at morning to pick up the paper
accessories delivered in an hour's
Presc
riptions called for and delivhe could not remember arrything about
•
London, out of reach of the grand an
elfind an interview occupying a
notice.
the questions propounded to him.
The Governor of New Chwang has ered free of charge anywhere in the
jury investigation to h9 made in quarter ,rf a column and
which was
warned boycotters of American goods city.
Washington into the Holmes cotton far superior to anything I could have
PADUCAH STAMP
M. 'Airy Barrie. of Dayton, 0.,(that their action is punishable by
report leakage, and apparently he is written.'
STE
fell under the wheel's of a train on death,
&
NCI
CO
L
MP
AN
Y
This is the seundeat of sound sense.
the Cincinnati Southern near Nietogoing to stay. There is little other
The Herculee Gas Engine Works
and ought to be more generally coned
4034 BROADWAY. lasville and-botli"of her legs were cut at San Francisco, valued at $200,000,
Fifty Indians were Oiled by a land.
conclusion after reading his letter, erect by those whose
Old Phone 36.
positions bring
92.
were destroyed by fire.
slide in 'British Columbia.
t
'
which is plain on this point, thougfi
vague on all others. His carbuncle
story is indeed a painful one—to Secretary 'Winos, of the Agricultural
Department.

STORM RAVAGES

THE

STORE

•

&spins
In Moos' Goods.

Mens' Drawers.

Neckwear.

1.

1

Mens' Faiyy Hose

•
.
4

All Collars l Oc.

POLICE WORK

PURCULL&THOMPSW6

•
•

407 BROADWAY. PADUCA
H. KY

The Old Reliable

• -1
GERh

St. Bernard Mining Co.,
Ha
s REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT,
10c.
LUMP, 1 lc.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.

J. T. Bishop, M'gr.
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection

The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil C.
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AUCTION! AUCTION!!
We must vacate our present locati
on, and in order to start in our ne
w store with new goods,
which are coming from the East, we
have decided to cloAe out our entire
collection of

lAINS •
REFALL
S TO _
4.

lEDUC. •

Diamonds, Watches, Silverware,
Cut Glass, Cloths and ric-a-Brac

to the highest bidder. SALE COMMEN
CES TODAY. WEDNESDAY, AT 2:30
P. M., and will
continue until every article is sold. Sales
daily at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M. Select any
article in
stock and same will be put up by the auct
ioneers and sold regardless of value.
Special reserve chairs for the ladies and
Souvenir Coupons Free.

NECK) ALL'
. OUR
CAN HAVE
AND
MAKE
3 TIES,
•
1LT

•

Toe

WARREN a)WARREN

c.
LINEN
U CAN
AT IS ;IS

417 Broadway

[)N.i

756ells%
the

and,

•
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417 Broadway

Worcester & Glendore, Auctioneers.
.1

GERMANY TO BE SUPERCEDED. CAME
TO LIFE
AGAINST THE AUTOMOBILE. THE
_
FIRST COMES TONIGHT.
UNDER DOCTOR'S KNIFE.
EVIL TO INDIANA CITY.
Our Navy Will Soon Rank Third in
Graves County
May Quarantine Camp Yeiser Will Agai
General Strength.
Story of Poo, Mortern Examination
n Tomorrow Woman's Prophesy Start
Against Their Travel.
s Wholesale
Swarm With State Guards.
Which Makes One Shudder.
Exodus From Marion,
Washington. Aug. t5.—The departThe introduction of the automobile
ment of commerce and labor has givCain') Yeiser, which since the deDes Moine., Ia., Aug. 15.—Lonis into Mayfi
Iridianapolis, Ind., Aug. 15.--/Inneld has caused much unhap- parture of the Seco
en out sane interesting figures on the Vie), an Itali
nd regiment of dreds of famil
an, shocked several phy- piness
ies ace leaving idaricn
and
dis.a
tisfa
world's naval is.s.vers. crediting the sician% and
ction to the state guards has been very quiet
and because of a prediction
nurses at Mercy hospital
by Mrs. Viola
Pe( 91e who drive horses and mules to dull, will take on new
same to the Hamburger .!slachrichten, by sudd
life tomorrow Pownell that
enly regaining life after a their vehicles,
the city is soon to be
both in the city and out morning. The coming_ of
which compiled them. Acording to post-mor
the First visited by a disurster,
tem examination had been in the count
the full extent
y.
these figures the tonnage of the great begun.
regiment from Louisville will revive
of which she does not know nor exact
Ther
e
horse
are
s
not
navies is as follows:
used to auto- the camp. The new arrivals
Vie) had presented a peculiar cast,
should ly what form it is to take.
mobiles and perhaps never will be and 'he here by
Some time
Great Britain, 1.59071; France,(113, and was thou
5 o'clock and in camp in ago
ght to have died. Soon only a few of
sbe prophesied that all evil places
these
new vehicles can time for breakfast. The
721; Germany. )41,43: United States, after his supposed demise the phy- scare
advance would be uprooted
the horse, for all time to come. guard to prepa
arid that much of
• 316,523: Italy, 254,510; Japan, 252,661; .siciaris
re for the coming of the worst
in attendance began. a poet.
dement of the city would
Numb
ers
of
famil
ies
Russia, s34,237; Austria-Hungary, Ila, geortem
who own good the regiment is already here, havin
examination to ascertain what gentle horse
g be scattered. Since that
s to be used by women arrived last night.
time fort
might have been done to have saved and
•336.
ot the toS saloons and all the
.1
•
child
ren
are
loud
poslThe tonnage in course of building 'his life. Dr.
in their comWith
the
comi
ng
of
We carry an extensive assortthe
First regi- room% have been
Conklin, after an incis- plaints against the
dosed and all gambautomobiles and ment the routine work, moun
is estimated as follc-•ws:
ment
ion had been made, reached in to take an
of most fragrant perfumes
ts,
dress
krs have been run out of the place
effort is talkedof asking the coun- parades, etc.,
United States, 324,5oo; Great Brit- hold of the
.
will be resumed, and • Mrs.
—both American and foreign—
heart, and pinched it ty court ahd
Pown
ell
is not a religious facity council to forbid the public will again find
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Family Lump,well screened lic bu.
Large Nut
10c bu

"
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Nut
10c bu.
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McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MOSQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXERCISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
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OF YOUR.FAMILY FROM BEING
B=EN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
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securing the
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Mrs. Emma Thompson and sin, Ol- as
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Street.
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also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply ville, are the guests of their sort, J. V. tee together
Charles Howard , a weil-kuoen
in a few days to devise
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to T. L. Crier or myself. Mrs. I- M. Culley, on Jacleton street.
river clerk, is in the city.
plans.
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PASSED
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The ramp last night voted to give
Ky., is the guest of Miss Mae Hayes.
The
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boat
Lucille
is
be$too for the erection of a general
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay.
Miss Nanuit Cross, of Hereckrson,
monirment of the men and women ot ing repaired at the docks.
Sewer connections and all improve- Ky., has gone to Trenton, Tenn., after
the South. This rnpnument is to cost
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or a visit to relatives here.
The Dick Pena-ler is making her
$30.000, and will be erected in one of
phone 1418, old phone.
Mr. H. G. Harmeling is in Cinc;nregular trips oe good time.
the southern states.
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LOST—One water spaniel dog, .1fir. H. L. Wallet-stein leaves today
The J. B. Finley has gone to LouLOOSE STOCK ARRESTED.
eleven months old; comes to call of fcT Dawson Springs
isville with a tow of empties.
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Miss Annie Mae Yeiser entertains
Hal S. Corbett, 3i3 North Ninth at cards this afternoon in honor of Col. J. 7. Donovan Sets About to' The Saltillo- passed out of the TenFully Test a City Law.
street, for reward.
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Col. John T. Donoean last night arFOR SALE—A two-story frame
The Clyde left last night for TenMiss Flora Bledsoe left yesterday
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep- for her home at Cevay, Ind, after a rested and delivered to the pollee at nessee river. Several parties from
the city hail tweaccws and two horses Nlaylield were on the boat. A week
tion hall. fibt and cold water, good visit to Mrs. C. E. Whitesides. ,
caught while trespassing has not passed for some time but
out buildings' nice yard with, shade
Mr. R. F. Pryor, of Mayfield, has which he
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residence
yard at South %hat Mayfield is well represented.
upon
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur- taken the run between here and Cairo
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at for the American Express company. Sixth and Clark streets. He aims to
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924 North Seventh 'street. New
More men are daily being secured'
Mr. R. E. Paynter, of Mayfield, was
owners, prosecuted under the to assist in raising the J. B. Williams
phone No. 630.
in the city yesterday en route to their
loose stock law.
Two more divers; from St. Lout:
Grand Rivers to organize a lodge of
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tion. at the city ball door, corner Fourth
ehipped to Princeton at 11:30 o'clock ding in the city.
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succeed in setting an example- in this outcry no the hignest bidder one hune-Carence Hamilton has filed a pe- Mise Gladys
burn and Mr. P. A.
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for which he is entitled to street, between the residence of Mr.
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business
as soon as he can secure the matter of advertising bids for
sore and is suffering excruciating
Galland, an Illinois -sanitary
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECsuitable
location, and having a lull the flew building. Some of the mema
pains. He was badly bruised up and inspector who is now holding headIAL ATTENTION. TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
doubt do bers are sick and enrable to attend.
had an extremely narrow escape. He quarters at Brookport. was in the city knowledge thereof will no
traveled
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well.
Col.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
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Electric Light Notice.
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—The Illinois Central pay train is
dial
welcome.
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